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Abstract: The free surface simulation of breaking waves is studied using a combination of VOF and RANS closures. Further, a numerical model for the detailed study of sediment transport and morphological development is presented. In the present study it is applied to the case of sediment transport in the surf zone. The temporal change of a cross shore beach profile under both regular and bichromatic waves is considered. The dependency on the morphological time scale on the regularity of the incident waves is discussed. The feedback onto the hydrodynamics due to a changing bed level is discussed in the case of regular waves.

Introduction

Formation of breaker bars are usually explained by shoreward sediment transport seaward of the point of breaking due to streaming, wave skewness and wave asymmetry (a recent summary is given by Fuhrman et al. 2009). Shoreward of the break point sediment is transported seaward by undertow. By modelling these two features it is possible to model the formation of breaker bars. Usually the detailed flow pictures in the transition zone in between shore- and seaward sediment transport in not accounted for in this description. To include this is the scope of the present paper in order to improve the understanding of the mechanics of breaker bars.

The detailed behaviour in the transition zone is described by adopting a free surface method coupled with the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations with an appropriate turbulence closure. This is frequently applied when limited to the study of the hydrodynamics (e.g. Lin and Liu, 1998). However, few studies have been extended to describe the sediment transport, suspended transport in particular. These studies are to the authors’ knowledge limited to those by Christensen et al. (2000) and Ontowirjo and Mano (2008, 2009), where the latter as the only to present considers the morphological development of a cross-shore beach profile. The details in Ontowirjo and Mano (2009), however, are scarce and no details on the coupling between hydrodynamics and bed movement is revealed.
In this work, a full coupling between the hydrodynamics including wave breaking and the resulting sediment transport and morphological response is introduced. Further the interim results from a cross-shore beach profile development of an initially plane beach profile is considered under a regular and a bi-chromatic wave train.

**Model Description**

The numerical method is developed in the framework of OpenFOAM®. It consists of three major parts, namely (i) a solution to the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations including surface capturing using a VOF-technique very similar to that of Rusche (2002), chap. 4. The turbulence closure is a high-Reynolds number version of the $k-\omega$ turbulence model, (ii) a simulation of the sediment transport (both bed load and suspended load) and (iii) a morphological updating routine. Details on (i)-(iii) can be found in Jacobsen (2011). Regarding (ii) the bed load formulation follows Engelund and Fredsøe (1976) and the suspended sediment transport formulation is solved using an advection-diffusion equation (Fredsøe and Deigaard 1992) with a reference concentration concept following that of Engelund and Fredsøe (1976).

As a consequence of the two phases (air and water), it is not possible to apply explicit boundary conditions for suspended sediment transport at the water surface. However, the spatial variation of the fall velocity

$$w_s = \gamma w_{s,1} + (1 - \gamma)w_{s,0}$$

must be included into the conservation equation for the suspended volume concentration, $c$. This is accomplished by solving the following conservation equation

$$\frac{\partial c}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{u} + w_s)c - c(w_{s,1} - w_{s,0}) \cdot \nabla \gamma = \nabla \cdot \nu_t \nabla c$$

Here $t$ is time, $\mathbf{u}$ and $w_s$ fluid and fall velocities respectively, $w_{s,1}$ and $w_{s,0}$ are fall velocities in water and air, $\gamma$ is the VOF colour function being 1 in water and 0 in air and $\nu_t$ is the eddy viscosity. This correction is found to be sufficient to avoid suspended sediment in the air phase. The formulation differs from that of Ontowirjo and Mano (2009), who simply multiply all terms by $\gamma$ in the non-corrected conservation equation. Eq. (2) is solved implicitly in time using a blended Crank-Nicholson and implicit Euler time stepping routine.
The morphological change is found from the sediment continuity equation in the form

\[
\frac{\partial h}{\partial t} = -\frac{1}{1-e} \left[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{q}_B + E + D \right] = -\frac{1}{1-e} \left[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{q}_B + \nu \frac{\partial c}{\partial n} + c_B (\mathbf{w}_c + \mathbf{u}_c) \cdot \mathbf{n} \right] \tag{3}
\]

Here \( h \) is the bed level, \( e \) the porosity, \( \mathbf{q}_B \) the bed load vector, \( n \) a coordinate perpendicular to the bed, \( \mathbf{n} \) the bed unit normal vector, \( c_B \) is the bed reference concentration, and \( \mathbf{u}_c \) is the velocity over the boundary for suspended sediment. Eq. 3 is solved using a 3rd order explicit Adam-Basforth time integration scheme, see Ferziger and Peric (2002), p. 139. To ensure stability the bed level change is filtered using the filter proposed by Jensen et al. (1999).

The addition of \( \mathbf{u}_c \) in Eq. 3 is required, as the value of \( c_B \) is given a distance of \( 2d \) from the bed, where \( d \) is the grain diameter. This implies that the solution to \( c \) is found on a separate mesh and that there is a resulting advective flux over the bed boundary for suspended sediment, namely \( c_B \mathbf{u}_c \cdot \mathbf{n} \).

The morphological update is undertaken simultaneously with the solution of the equations of state by moving the computational mesh a distance \( \Delta h \), being the distance found from Eq. 3 mapped into a vertical displacement. The mesh moving method is described in Jasak and Tukovic (2006).

**Test Case**

The numerical setup consists of an initially planar beach with a slope of 1:35. The water depth, \( h \), is 0.4 m at the inlet. The beach consists of uniform sand with a diameter of 0.1 mm and a fall velocity of 0.0059 m/s. The fall velocity is 1.4 m/s above the water surface. As a consequence of the separate mesh for suspended sediment, the near bed resolution needs to be less than \( 2d \) resulting in large aspect ratios in the computational cells at the bed. At such aspect ratios the intersection of the bed and the water surface in the swash zone is not handled robustly in the VOF model. Therefore the planar beach is made horizontal in the swash zone with an initial water depth, \( h' \), of 1 cm, see figure 1. Barnett and Wang (1988) proved this to have only a minor effect on the beach profile development. \( x \) and \( y \) are the horizontal and vertical coordinates respectively. \( x = 0 \) m where the water depth is 0.38 m.
Regular waves with a period of 2 s and wave height of 0.125 m is generated on the constant depth part of the domain. The generated waves are based on stream function theory, Rienecker and Fenton (1981).

The relaxation zone allows for momentum to leave the computational domain without causing unwanted reflection (Jacobsen, 2011).

The bichromatic waves are generated using a superposition of two Stokes second order waves. The waves have identical wave height such that \( H_{\text{rms}} \) is 0.125 m. The period of the two waves is 1.66 s and 2 s, respectively. The group period is found to be 10 s and the same holds for the repeat period of the wave train.

A relaxation zone is placed at the inlet and it is 4 m long. The necessity of a relaxation zone is discussed by Bradford (2000), where he found that it is not possible to simulate more than \( O(10) \) wave periods, if the incident waves and the reflected waves/seaward directed mean flow are not separated. The method is described in details in Jacobsen (2011).

Results

**Bed Shear Stress Distribution on a Rigid Bed**

The bed shear stress over a rigid bed is considered initially to obtain a picture of the detailed bed shear stress distribution across the surf zone. In figure 2 the wave height variation across the surf zone is plotted and one break point can be indentified. This is further reflected in the variation of the Shields parameter \((\theta = \tau_b / \rho (s-1) g d)\), where it increases up to the point of breaking and then rapidly decreases. Here \( \tau_b \) is the bed shear stress, \( \rho \) is the density of water, \( s \) is the relative density of the sediment and \( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity. The minimum value is found around \( x = 7 \) m. Figure 2 also shows the variation of \( \theta^{3/2} \), which is a measure for the transport magnitude and direction. Outside the surf zone the standard deviation for the maximum and minimum is almost 0 whereas it is significant relative to the magnitude of \( \theta^{3/2} \) inside the surf zone.
Fig. 2 Regular wave test on a rigid bed. Ensemble averaged from 200 s – 400 s. A: Wave height and beach profile. B: Ensemble average of the Shields parameter for 20 phases. Dashed bold lines at the critical Shields parameter. C: Maximum, average and minimum values of $\theta^{3/2}$. Dashed lines around maximum and minimum are offset by the standard deviation.

In figure 3 the same data is plotted for bichromatic waves where the ensemble average is taken over 10 s. The gradients in $\theta^{3/2}$ are much less pronounced when considering them on a time-averaged scale. In the upper panel the height of the induced infra-gravity motion is included. It is seen that the wave amplitude to the right of the flume is mostly due to the long-wave standing pattern. The wave height is defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum of the 10 s ensemble averaged surface elevation. The period of the infra-gravity wave is 10 s and its length on the horizontal part fits the wavelength found from the
linear dispersion relation. The time scale for the bar development can be expected to be longer in the case of bichromatic waves. Further, an active "swash" zone is to be expected, as the smaller waves in the wave group are allowed to propagate farther shoreward.

Fig. 3. Bichromatic wave test on a rigid bed. Ensemble averaged from 200 s – 400 s. A: Wave height and beach profile. B: Ensemble average of the Shields parameter for 100 phases. Dashed bold lines at the critical Shields parameter. C: Maximum, average and minimum values of $\theta^{3/2}$. Dashed lines around maximum and minimum are offset by the standard deviation.
Development of Beach Profile

The development of the beach profile is considered firstly by plotting the profile at different times. This is done in figure 4 for regular waves and in figure 5 for bichromatic waves.

Fig. 4. Temporal development of the beach profile and beach slope for regular waves. There is 50 s between each line. Latest time is 1250 s.

Fig. 5. Temporal development of the beach profile and beach slope for bichromatic waves. There is 50 s between each line. Latest time is 950 s.
These figures clearly show that the time scale for the regular waves is shorter than for bichromatic waves. Further it is seen that initially all morphological change occurs around \( x = 7 \text{ m} \) but no morphological change occurs shoreward of this point. This is not the case for bichromatic waves, where pronounced erosion takes place in the “swash” zone. The hump at \( x = 9 \text{ m} \) for regular waves appears late in the development (see also figure 6).

In the case of bichromatic waves the bar is located farther seaward because the largest breaking wave breaks earlier. In addition, the slope of the profile is much more gentle than in the case of regular waves. This is anticipated based on the Shield parameter distribution as depicted in figures 2 and 3 but also through a consideration of the physical process. Because regular waves repeatedly break at the same location, the same spatial location is only subject to either erosion or deposition (roughly speaking), whereas in irregular waves the variability of the break point spread the locations of both erosion and deposition over a larger segment of the coastal profile, thus smoothing the resulting cross shore profile.

Generally the process appears to be dominated by a trough erosion and a subsequent settling of the eroded sediment seaward of the trough. A comparison between the regular and bichromatic wave cases is seen in figures 6 and 7. Both show a faster decrease in trough level relative to the increase crest level. Further the bar crest is seen to propagate seaward while the trough is more static, which results in an increase of trough width. Additionally a complex merging of multiple crests and troughs is found in both cases. For bichromatic waves a crest shoreward of the break point is identified earlier than for regular waves. This is a consequence of the time variation in the wave train.

The magnitude of the bed slopes and the overall qualitative appearance bear resemblance to the experimental data by Dally (1987).

**Feedback on the Hydrodynamics**

The feedback on the hydrodynamics is considered through the temporal variation of the wave height for the case of regular waves. The initial trough is created at \( x = 7 \text{ m} \), and the bar propagates seaward after the initial stage of the formation. The wave height at this location is depicted in figure 8 together with a set of cross shore profiles. It is seen that the wave height steadily decreases until \( t = 950 \text{ s} \) suggesting that the breaking process is more and more evolved as the breaker bar propagates seaward. At \( t = 950 \text{ s} \) the wave height increases rapidly and levels out at around \( H = 0.06 \text{ m} \). The increase in wave height is due to a regeneration of propagating and non-breaking waves shoreward of the bar in the trough.
Fig. 6. Morphological development for regular waves. A: The location of the crests and troughs in the cross shore direction over time. B: The location in the crest and trough levels over time. C: Time stack of the bed level subtracted the initial profile. Full line is the profile and the dashed line is the reference level. There is 50 s between each line.
Fig. 7. Morphological development for bichromatic waves. A: The location of the crests and troughs in the cross shore direction over time. B: The location in the crest and trough levels over time. C: Time stack of the bed level subtracted the initial profile. Full line is the profile and the dashed line is the reference level. There is 50 s between each line.
As discussed in the previous section the hump shoreward develops late for regular waves. This is related to the regeneration of waves in the trough, which can then propagate shoreward and sustain an erosion/deposition process.

Fig. 8. A. Wave height variation at $x = 7$ m. B. A set of cross shore profiles. Thin line at $t = 0$ s. Wide line at $t = 500$ s. Dash-dotted line at $t = 950$ s. Dashed line at $t = 1000$ s.

Conclusion

A detailed model is outlined for the computation of the flow over a bar and its implications on sediment transport and morphological response. This model has been applied to the complex processes in the surf zone to study the formation of breaker bars. It is seen that the formation process is an erosive process with an eroding trough and a subsequent deposition of eroded material seaward. The time scale for the formation process is seen to depend of the amount of regularity of the incident waves. An increase in regularity results in a decrease in the time scale. Regular waves are correctly (qualitatively) found to regenerate in the trough and break again shoreward to sustain an erosion/deposition sequence resulting in a new perturbation to the initial profile. For bichromatic waves the entire profile is subject to morphological change, however, most pronounced around the most seaward breaking wave and in the “swash” zone.
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